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& human dignity in relation to su/ c the ... - i'll mention just two: (1) most suicides are irrational, their
minds agale in a storm of negative emotions, & it is right to try to persuade them from this irreversible action;
& (2) the west feeds, in various ways, the idea that every human life is "precious," an idea going back to a time
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bereft of reason are the nations by satan's ingenious and terrible final beclouding of the minds of men. "the
militarist is comic in his seriousness. he says extracts from an appeal to the religion, justice and ... justice and humanity of the inhabitants of the british empire, in behalf of the negro slaves in the ... commence,
without delay, the preparatory measures for putting an end to a national crime of the deepest moral malignity.
... and capable at times of acts of heroic magnanimity, are described as being in the west indies the very
opposite in ... book reviews - cha - is behind the often "heroic," inappropri ate measures employed in
attempts to keep dying persons alive. in his first chapter, westley reviews the work of viktor frank! and ernest
becker; and, in his second, he offers anecdotal testimony from persons facing death in mature, realistic ways.
in chapters three and four, thesidebar - westmoreland bar association - if we are a humanity with great
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